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Farm heterogeneity and agricultural policy impacts on size dynamics: evidence 

from France 

 

Abstract 

This article investigates the impact of agricultural policies on structural change in 

farming. Since not all farmers may behave alike, a non-stationary mixed-Markov chain 

modeling (M-MCM) approach is applied to capture unobserved heterogeneity in the 

transition process of farms. A multinomial logit specification is used for transition 

probabilities and the parameters are estimated by the maximum likelihood method and 

the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. An empirical application to an 

unbalanced panel dataset from 2000 to 2013 shows that French farming mainly consists 

of a mixture of two farm types characterized by specific transition processes. The main 

finding is that the impact of farm subsidies from both pillars of the Common 

Agricultural Policy (CAP) highly depends on the farm type. A comparison between the 

non-stationary M-MCM and a homogeneous non-stationary MCM shows that the latter 

model leads to either overestimation or underestimation of the impact of agricultural 

policy on change in farm size. This suggests that more attention should be paid to both 

observed and unobserved farm heterogeneity in assessing the impact of agricultural 

policy on structural change in farming. 

 

Keywords: agricultural policy, EM algorithm, farm structural change, mixed-Markov 

chain model, multinomial logit, unobserved heterogeneity 

 

JEL classification: Q12, Q18, C38, C51 
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Hétérogénéité des exploitations et impact des politiques agricoles sur l'évolution 

de la taille: étude de cas de la France 

 

Résumé  

Cet article analyse l'impact des politiques agricoles sur le changement structurel en 

agriculture. Etant donné que les agriculteurs ne se comportent pas tous de la même 

façon, une approche de mélange de modèles de chaînes de Markov (M-MCM) non-

stationnaire est appliquée pour capturer l'hétérogénéité inobservée dans le processus de 

transition des exploitations agricoles. Un logit multinomial est utilisé pour spécifier les 

probabilités de transition et les paramètres sont estimés par du maximum de 

vraisemblance et l'algorithme d'Espérance-Maximisation (EM). Une application 

empirique sur un panel non cylindré de 2000 à 2013 montre que le secteur agricole en 

France est constitué principalement d'un mélange de deux types d'exploitations 

caractérisés par des processus de transition différents. Le principal résultat est que 

l'impact des subventions provenant des deux piliers de la Politique Agricole Commune 

(PAC) dépend fortement du type auquel appartiennent les exploitations. Une 

comparaison de ces résultats avec ceux obtenus avec un MCM homogène non-

stationnaire montre que ce dernier conduit soit à surestimer, soit à sous-estimer l'impact 

de certaines subventions de la PAC sur l'évolution de la taille des exploitations. Cela 

suggère qu'il faudrait prêter plus d’attention à l'hétérogénéité, à la fois observée et 

inobservée, des exploitations agricoles dans l'évaluation de l'impact des politiques 

agricoles sur le changement structurel en agriculture. 

 

Mots-clés : politiques agricoles, algorithme EM, changement structurel, modèles de 

mélange de chaînes de Markov, logit multinomial, hétérogénéité inobservée 
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Farm heterogeneity and agricultural policy impacts on size dynamics:
evidence from France

1 Introduction

The farming sector has faced important structural change over recent decades. In particular, the
number of farms has been decreasing sharply and their average size measured in hectare has
been increasing continually in most developed countries, implying changes in farm-size distri-
bution. Such changes may have important consequences for equity among farmers, productivity
and the efficiency of farming (Weiss, 1999; Breustedt and Glauben, 2007). Therefore, struc-
tural change has been the subject of considerable interest to agricultural economists and policy
makers. Many theoretical studies pointed out the potential impacts of agricultural policies on
farm-size changes, but these impacts remain ambiguous (Goddard et al., 1993; Harrington and
Reinsel, 1995). Since then, several studies have empirically investigated the impact of some
recent policy programs on structural change in various farming contexts.
It has become common in agricultural economics to study structural change in farming and the
impact of time-varying variables including agricultural policies by using the so-called Markov
chain model (MCM). Focusing on farm number and size evolution, the Markovian framework
has proven to be a convenient modeling approach to represent the transition process of farms
across categories (Bostwick, 1962; Padberg, 1962; Krenz, 1964). Basically, this model states
that the farm size in a given time period is the result of a probabilistic process where future farm
size depends only on its size in the immediately previous period since, in general, a first order
process is assumed. Stokes (2006) showed that a Markovian transition process may derive from
a structural model of inter-temporal profit maximization, giving theoretical grounds for the use
of the MCM.
This article aims at investigating the impacts of farm subsidies from the Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP) on farm structural change, especially in France. It adds to the existing literature
in two ways. First, a mixture modeling framework is applied to take into account potential
unobserved farm heterogeneity in the analysis of structural change in farming. Second, tran-
sition probabilities are specified at the individual farm level within a discrete choice modeling
approach in order to analyze the transition process at the farm level.
In agricultural economics, the heterogeneity issue has so far mostly been left in the background
of farm structural change analysis. Two reasons may explain why there have been so few studies
that explicitly account for farm heterogeneity. First, most previous studies focused on specific
farm types. For example, several studies analyzed structural change in dairy farming, especially
in some regions of the United States (Chavas and Magand, 1988; Zepeda, 1995a; Stokes, 2006),
in Ireland (Keane, 1991; Gaffney, 1997; McInerney and Garvey, 2004), and in France (Ben Arfa
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et al., 2015). Other analyses focused on other types of farming such as pig farms (Judge and
Swanson, 1962; Disney et al., 1988; Gillespie and Fulton, 2001; Karantininis, 2002), and cash
grain farms (Bostwick, 1962; Garcia et al., 1987). These authors may therefore have assumed
that such groups are homogeneous enough to justify discarding heterogeneity issues. Second,
studies that investigate the potential drivers of structural change in farming emphasize the role
of economic factors such as market or policy variables. Researchers have therefore plainly
left heterogeneity issues in the background, considering farm heterogeneity to be controlled by
individual characteristics included in the model specification. Furthermore, previous studies
of farm structural change often faced data limitations. Indeed, structural change in farming
has generally been investigated using aggregate data (i.e., cross-sectional observations of the
farm distribution across a finite number of size categories), because such data are most often
available to researchers. Thus, it could be complicated, or even impossible, to control for farm
heterogeneity using such data.
However, accounting for heterogeneity may be crucial to fully understand structural change in
farming since this results from individual farmers’ decisions (Freshwater and Reimer, 1995;
Bollman et al., 1995; Jackson-Smith, 1999). Farm heterogeneity may originate from several
sources. One of the most important sources is farmers’ motivation. While the standard eco-
nomic theory of production states that farmers are normally expected to maximize their total
profit from farming activities, it has been shown that not all farmers actually prioritize to profit
maximization (Maybery et al., 2005; Mzoughi, 2011; Howley et al., 2014). This is the case for
environmentally-oriented farms (Willock et al., 1999) and some hobby farms (Daniels, 1986;
Holloway, 2002). The existence of non-financial/non-pecuniary motives or potential farming
lifestyle values may shape farmers’ behaviors (Hallam, 1991; Harrington and Reinsel, 1995;
Howley, 2015). The ability to change operated farm size may also depend on other factors such
as accessibility to inputs (land, new technology), managerial capacity, risk perception, risk tol-
erance of farmers, etc. (Bowman and Zilberman, 2013; Conradt et al., 2014; Trujillo-Barrera
et al., 2016). Therefore, the implicit homogeneity assumption of the usual MCM (i.e., that all
farms have the same probability of changing their size category given their initial size) is not
likely to hold.
Previous studies that controlled for farm heterogeneity in modeling structural change using the
MCM approach have so far only accounted for observed sources of heterogeneity (see Zim-
mermann and Heckelei (2012) for a recent example). This appears to be restrictive since not
all sources of farm heterogeneity are observable or can be linked to observed farm and farmer
characteristics. The mixed-Markov chain model (M-MCM) applied here captures unobserved
heterogeneity in the transition process of farms. The existence of different transition processes
in farming may reflect heterogeneity in farmer behaviors, which may relate both to observed
and unobserved farm and farmer characteristics.
Mixture models have a long history in the literature and have proven to have several advan-
tages over alternative techniques also used to account for unobserved heterogeneity (Greene
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and Hensher, 2003; Garver et al., 2008). While the M-MCM has been widely applied in some
other strands of economics, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to evidence hetero-
geneity in the farm transition process. Recently, Saint-Cyr and Piet (2016) showed that even a
restricted mover-stayer model represents farm size dynamics more efficiently than the homoge-
neous MCM, as has been evidenced in other strands of economics (Blumen et al., 1955; Fryd-
man et al., 1985; Major, 2008; Cipollini et al., 2012). The present article extends this approach
in two directions. First, it allows for more than two types of farms and also relaxes the ‘pure
stayer’ assumption. Second, it develops a non-stationary approach to study the impact of agri-
cultural policies on farm size dynamics. This approach leads to separating the farm population
into meaningful clusters with different transition patterns (Vermunt, 2010). Since agricultural
policy impacts may depend on some observed and unobserved farm and farmer characteristics,
a mixture approach may therefore provide more informative results in the analysis of structural
change.
Since Lee et al. (1965), Lee et al. (1970) and MacRae (1977) showed that robustly estimating
an MCM from aggregate data is possible, structural change has usually been investigated using
aggregate data because such data are often easier to obtain than individual-level data. Structural
change determinants are thus usually investigated at the macro level. Focusing on agricultural
policies, the impacts of public support on the transition probabilities of farms across size cate-
gories are generally investigated using transition probability matrices estimated for the overall
population of farms (Huettel and Jongeneel, 2011; Zimmermann and Heckelei, 2012; Ben Arfa
et al., 2015). Even when individual level data are used, yearly transition probability matrices
are first computed for the overall population of farms, the effects of exogenous variables on
transition probabilities being estimated in a second step (Hallberg, 1969; Ethridge et al., 1985;
Rahelizatovo and Gillespie, 1999). In doing so, individual effects of farms cannot be taken into
account. The discrete choice approach adopted here to model farm transitions enables individ-
ual farm effects on structural change to be more easily incorporated.
The article is structured as follows. The following section presents the proposed model, the
specification method for transition probabilities and the estimation procedure. Then, methods
for assessing and interpreting the model’s results are presented. The next two sections report
the application to a panel of French farms, starting with a description of the data used and
explanatory variables investigated, followed by a presentation of the results. Lastly, concluding
remarks are made with some considerations given to possible improvements of this study for
further research.

2 The non-stationary mixed-Markov chain model (M-MCM)

Let N be the total number of farms in the population and K the total number of farm size cat-
egories or choice alternatives. As farm size categories are observed at discrete times, generally
1-year intervals, a discrete-time process is assumed. Denote by yit the size category of a specific
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farm i (i ∈ N ) at time t (1 ≤ t ≤ T ). The indicator variable yi1 is equal to j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , K}
if farm i is in category j at time t = 1. The category j = 0 may indicate entry into or exit from
farming. Since farms may enter or leave the farming sector at different dates, the length of time
Ti a farm is observed may vary across farms (i.e., Ti ≤ T ). Over the time period Ti, the size
evolution of a specific farm i can therefore be represented by the vector yi = (yi1, yi2, · · · , yiTi

).
Farm movements across size categories are generally supposed to follow a first-order Markov
process (Zimmermann et al., 2009). It is thus assumed that the size category of farm i at any
time t (yit ) depends only on its immediately preceding state (i.e., its size category at time t− 1

(yit−1)). The Markov assumption implies that the observed random variables (yi1, yi2, · · · , yiTi
)

are not independent of each other (Dias and Willekens, 2005). Then, the probability function
describing farm movements across size categories can be derived as:1

f(yi) =

Ti∏
t=1

P (yit|yit−1) (1)

where P (yit|yit−1) is the transition probability; that is, the probability that farm i chooses a
specific size category at time t given its state at time t− 1.
Suppose now that the observed sample of farms is divided into G homogeneous types instead
of just one, each type grouping farms with a similar transition process. The density function of
yi, as a discrete mixing distribution with G support points, can be rewritten as (McLachlan and
Peel, 2001):

f(yi) =
G∑

g=1

πgfg(yi) (2)

where fg(yi) is the probability function describing farm size dynamics in type g as specified in
equation (1); and πg, the mixing proportions, are non-negative and sum to one. In statistics, πg is
called the mixing distribution and fg(yi) is called the mixed function (Lindsay and Lesperance,
1995). Since we defined a finite number of farm types, the mixed model can also mbe called a
‘latent class model’ with G latent transition processes (Garver et al., 2008; Train, 2009). The
density function of yi is thus conditional on the mixing distribution and we can represent farm
size dynamics as:

f(yi) =
G∑

g=1

P (gi = g)

[
Ti∏
t=1

P (yit = k|yit−1 = j, gi = g)

]
(3)

From equation (3), it can be seen that under the M-MCM, farm size evolution depends on two
sets of probabilities. The first term represents the probabilities that farm i belongs to a specific
farm type g while the second term represents the probabilities of making transitions across size
categories given that farm i belongs to type g.

1It should be noted that this formulation does not account for the entries into nor exits from farming. This
formulation is used because of data limitations that will be discussed further.
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2.1 Specification of the model

Both parts of equation (3) can be specified as a function of exogenous variables (Vermunt,
2010). In this case, the model is fully parametric. However, it has been shown that the resulting
estimates could depend on the specification of the mixing distribution (Heckman and Singer,
1984); and the models’ parameters may be biased when mis-specifications occur (Wedel, 2002).
Furthermore, a parametric approach is convenient when performing discriminant analysis; that
is, if we know a priori the total number of types in the population that depend on socio-
economic characteristics (Garver et al., 2008). Since we have no information about farm types,
a semi-parametric approach is applied here, and only transition probabilities are specified as a
function of exogenous variables.
As size categories of farms are finite, exhaustive and mutually exclusive, a discrete-choice ap-
proach is used to specify transition probabilities. The discrete choice approach assumes that
a farmer’s choice of the initial size category as well as the choice of making some transitions
across categories can be represented by a random utility model (Train, 2009). In our case,
farmer’s utility may represent the net benefit that arises from choosing (i.e., moving to) a spe-
cific size category given the preceding state.
Denote by Uijkt the utility of farm i that results from moving from category j to category k
between time periods t and t+1. Under the standard behavioral assumption, it is supposed that
farmers choose the category which maximizes their utility. Therefore, a move from j to k (i.e.,
yit = k|yit−1 = j) will be observed if and only if Uijkt ≥ Uijlt (∀j, k, l ∈ K). Farms staying
in the same category for two consecutive dates are considered as making a transition from j to
j. Under a mixture assumption, the utility level of a farm is conditional on its specific type g.
A farm belonging to type g will thus make a transition from a specific category j to category
k if and only if Uijkt|g ≥ Uijlt|g (∀g ∈ G), where Uijkt|g is the utility of farms conditional on
belonging to type g.
As the utility of farmers may vary over time due to changes in their social and economic envi-
ronment, transition probabilities are specified as a function of a set of causal factors x. Under
the mixture assumption, the utility that would accrue to farm i upon moving from category j to
category k at time t given type g can be expressed as:

P (yit = k|yit−1 = j, gi = g,xit−1) =P (Uijkt|g ≥ Uijlt|g)

pijkt|g =f(xit−1,βg, εijkt|g), ∀t ∈ Ti j, k, l ∈ K g ∈ G
(4)

where xit−1 are the considered explanatory variables, βg are the parameters to be estimated and
εijkt|g is an iid random error term specific to farm type g. Explanatory variables are lagged 1-
year since farmers’ decisions on entering or leaving farming as well as on expansion or contrac-
tion, are likely to depend on information available during the previous period (Zepeda, 1995b).
According to equation (4), the utility function of farmers thus consists of an observed part
(Vijkt|g) which depends on some observable individual farm level exogenous variables and a
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stochastic component (εijkt|g) which is the difference between the utility level that farm i expe-
riences and the representation obtained from the chosen explanatory variables (Train, 2009).
Since farmers face multiple choices at each occasion, it is econometrically convenient to use a
multinomial specification (Greene, 2006). This specification assumes that the error terms εijkt|g
are randomly drawn from a Gumbel distribution. This leads to the logit multinomial expression
for the conditional probability of making a transition from category j to category k at date t:

P (yit = k|yit−1 = j, gi = g,xit−1) =
exp(β

′

jk|gxit−1)∑K
l=1 exp(β

′

jl|gxit−1)
(∀j, k = 1, 2, · · · , K) (5)

where βjk|g is a vector of parameters specific to each farm type g and each jk transition. Choos-
ing staying in the same category for two consecutive years as the reference leads to setting
βjj|g = 0 ∀g = 1, 2, · · · , G and ∀j = 1, 2, · · · , K for identification purposes. This con-
straint leads to computing K − 1 logarithmic odds ratios for each initial size category j as:

ln

[
P (yit = k|yit−1 = j, gi = g,xit−1)

P (yit = j|yit−1 = j, gi = g,xit−1)

]
= (β

′

jk|g − β
′

jj|g)xit−1 (6)

2.2 Estimation procedure

The parameters of the model are estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation method.
Let y = (y1,y2, · · · ,yn) be the observed random sample which is composed of a mixture of G
types of farms, where the vector yi = (yi1, yi2, · · · , yiTi

) collects farm i states over time period
Ti ≤ T . Denote the conditional transition probability of moving from category j to category k
by:

P (yit = k|yit−1 = j, gi = g,xit−1) = P (xit−1;βjk|g)

Under the mixture assumption, the log-likelihood (LL) function for the parameters (β) of the
model, conditional on observing y, can be expressed as:

LL(β) =
N∑
i=1

ln

{
G∑

g=1

πg

Ti∏
t=1

K∏
j,k

[
P (xit−1;βjk|g)

]dijkt} (7)

where β = (β1,β2, · · · ,βG) is a matrix of parameters with βg =
{
βjk|g

}
∀g ∈ G and

j, k = 1, 2, · · · , K; the indicator dijkt is equal to 1 if farm imoves from category j to category k
at time t (i.e., yit = k|yit−1 = j) and zero otherwise. Since the farm type is unknown beforehand
and given some numerical difficulties associated with the maximization of the above expression,
the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is generally used to estimate the parameters of
such models (McLachlan and Krishnan, 2007). The EM algorithm developed by Dempster
et al. (1977) simplifies the complex log-likelihood in equation (7) into a set of easily solvable
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log-likelihood functions by introducing a so-called ‘missing variable’.2

Let vig be a discrete unobserved variable indicating the type-membership of each farm. The
random vector vi = (vi1, vi2, · · · , viG) is thus g-dimensional with vig = 1 if farm i belongs to
type g and zero otherwise. Assuming that vig is unconditionally multinomial distributed with
probability πg, the complete likelihood for (β, π), conditional on observing yc = (y,v), is
therefore:3

Lc(β, π) =
N∏
i=1

G∏
g=1

{
πg

Ti∏
t=1

K∏
j,k

[
P (xit−1;βjk|g)

]dijkt}vig

(8)

where π = (π1, π2, · · · , πG) is the vector gathering shares of farm types which has also to be
estimated. The complete log-likelihood is thus obtained by:

LLc(β, π) =
N∑
i=1

G∑
g=1

vigln

{
πg

Ti∏
t=1

K∏
j,k

[
P (xit−1;βjk|g)

]dijkt} (9)

In this case, vig is called the ‘posterior’ probability that farm i belongs to type g given that
yi has been observed, that is P (vig = 1|yi), while πg is the ‘prior’ probability of the mixture
(McLachlan and Peel, 2001). This log-likelihood can then be split into two components:

LL1 =
N∑
i=1

G∑
g=1

viglnπg

LL2 =
N∑
i=1

G∑
g=1

vig

Ti∑
t=1

K∑
j,k

dijktln
{
P (xit−1;βjk|g)

} (10)

Since the farm type is not observed, the posterior probability that farm i belongs to type g has to
be estimated from the observations. The EM algorithm therefore consists of the four following
steps:

(i) Initialization: Arbitrarily choose initial values Ψ0 = (Φ0
1,Φ

0
2, · · · ,Φ0

G) where Φ0
g =

(π0
g ,β

0
jk|g) ∀j, k = 1, 2, · · · , K and ∀g = 1, 2, · · · , G for the parameters of the model, with

β0
jj|g set to zero for identification as previously mentioned.

(ii) Expectation: At iteration p+1 of the algorithm, compute the expected probability that farm
i belongs to a specific type g while observing yi and given parameters Ψp. This conditional
expectation probability, that is, the posterior probability v(p+1)

ig = vig(yi;Ψ
p), can be obtained

2Indeed, the likelihood does not yield an explicit solution for the model parameters. The EM algorithm enables
the maximization of a log of sums to be transformed into a recursive maximization of the sum of logs (McLachlan
and Krishnan, 2007).

3This assumption means that the distribution of the complete-data vector implies the appropriate distribution
for the incomplete-data vector (McLachlan and Peel, 2001).
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according to Bayes’ Law:

v
(p+1)
ig =

πp
g

∏Ti

t=1

∏K
j,k

[
P (xit−1;β

p
jk|g)

]dijkt
∑G

h=1 π
p
g

∏Ti

t=1

∏K
j,k

[
P (xit−1;β

p
jk|h)

]dijkt (11)

Replacing vgi in equation (9) by its expected value v(p+1)
ig leads to the conditional expectation

of the complete data log-likelihood.

(iii) Maximization: Update Ψp by maximizing the complete log-likelihood conditional on the
observations. The model parameters are thus updated as:

β(p+1) = argmaxβ

N∑
i=1

G∑
g=1

v
(p+1)
ig

Ti∑
t=1

K∑
j,k

dijktln
[
P (xit−1;βjk|g)

]
(12)

The maximization process of the above equation is straightforward. The transition probability
parameters (βp) are updated considering vgi(yi;Ψ

p) as a weighting factor for each observation
(Pacifico and Yoo, 2012). Given equation (5), the log-likelihood function for the transition
probabilities can be rewritten as:

LL2(β) =
N∑
i=1

G∑
g=1

v
(p+1)
ig

Ti∑
t=1

K∑
j,k

dijktln

[
exp(β

′

jk|gxit−1)∑K
l=1 exp(β

′

jl|gxit−1)

]

=
N∑
i=1

G∑
g=1

v
(p+1)
ig

Ti∑
t=1

K∑
j,k

dijkt

{
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The first-order derivative of this log-likelihood function then becomes:

∂LL2(β)
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(14)

The model’s parameters are obtained by solving the equation ∂LL2(β)/∂βjk|g = 0 ∀j ∈ K;
k = 1, 2, · · · , K − 1; and g = 1, 2, · · · , G.
Then, the probabilities of belonging to farm type g are updated as follows :

π(p+1)
g =

∑N
i=1 v

(p+1)
ig∑N

i=1

∑G
h=1 v

(p+1)
ih

, ∀g ∈ G (15)
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(iv) Iteration: Return to expectation step (ii) using π(p+1) and β(p+1) and iterate until con-
vergence of the observed log-likelihood given by equation (7). At convergence, the resulting
parameters are considered to be the optimal estimators (Ψ̂).
A problem which often occurs in a mixture analysis with several components is that some solu-
tions may be suboptimal. Indeed, the non-concavity of the log-likelihood function in equation
(7) does not allow for the identification of a global maximum in the mixture model, even for
discrete mixtures of multinomial logit (Hess et al., 2007). Given the potential presence of a
number of local maxima, the EM solutions may be highly dependent on the initial values cho-
sen for Ψ0. Various techniques have been used in the literature to avoid suboptimal solutions
(see Baudry and Celeux (2015) for a short review). In the present study, the EM algorithm was
run several times with various randomly chosen initial values and those providing the largest
likelihood at convergence were chosen as the best ones.

3 Farm types and elasticities of explanatory variables

3.1 Choosing the optimal number of farm types

The total number of components for a mixture model can be chosen either by applying an a

priori assumption or via information criteria. In the latter case, selection criteria are generally
based on the value of −2LLG(y; Ψ̂) of the corresponding model, where matrix Ψ̂ represents
the maximum likelihood estimates adjusted for the number of free parameters in the model
with a total of G homogeneous types. The basic principle under these information criteria is
parsimony; that is, all other things being the same, the model with fewer parameters is preferred
(Andrews and Currim, 2003). The selection criteria derive from the following formula:

CG = −2
{
LLG(y; Ψ̂)

}
+ κNG (16)

where LLG(y; Ψ̂) is the overall population log-likelihood value computed with the resulting
estimated parameters for the model specified with G types; NG is the total number of free
parameters in the model and κ is a penalty constant. Different values of κ lead to the two
well-known information criteria: the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) with κ = 2 and the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) with κ = logN with N the total number of observa-
tions. Other information criteria can also be derived such as the Consistent Akaike Information
Criterion (CAIC) with κ = logN + 1 and the modified AIC (AIC3) with κ = 3.
There is no consensus in the literature about the specific criteria to use for choosing an optimal
number of components for a mixture model. However, some studies suggest that the CAIC and
AIC3 may be more useful in the context of mixture models since these criteria more severely
penalize the addition of parameters (Andrews and Currim, 2003; Dias and Willekens, 2005;
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Sarstedt, 2008).4

3.2 Probability elasticities

The model tests whether the investigated exogenous variables have significant impacts on farm
transition probabilities. As the estimated coefficients indicate marginal effects on the log-odds
ratios of transition probabilities, the impacts of the explanatory variables are difficult to interpret
directly (Greene, 2006). In this case, the impacts of explanatory variables are usually evaluated
in terms of elasticities. The ‘probability elasticities’ measure the effect of a 1% change in the
ith explanatory variable on the transition probabilities (Zepeda, 1995a). In the mixture model
these probability elasticities may depend on farm type. Yearly transition-probability elasticities
for farms belonging to a specific type g are obtained as:

δjkt|g =
∂pjkt|g
∂xt−1

× xt−1

pjkt|g
, ∀j, k ∈ K ∀g ∈ G (17)

where δjkt|g is a vector gathering elasticities at the means of the explanatory variables in vec-
tor xt−1; and pjkt|g is the probability to move from category j to category k at time period t
conditional on belonging to type g. The first term of equation (17) thus represents the marginal
effects of explanatory variables and is given by (Greene, 2006):

∂pjkt|g
∂xt−1

= pjkt|g

(
βjk|g −

K∑
l=1

βjl|gpjlt|g

)
(18)

where βjk|g is the vector of estimated parameters.
Replacing the marginal effects in equation (17) leads to expressing the transition-probability
elasticities as:

δjkt|g =

(
βjk|g −

K∑
l=1

βjl|gpjlt|g

)
xt−1 (19)

Given the constraint that βjj|g = 0 for identification, the probability elasticities for the reference
pair jj is obtained as:

δjjt|g =

(
−

K∑
l=1

βjl|gpjlt|g

)
xt−1, ∀g ∈ G (20)

3.3 Farm structure elasticities

Yearly ‘structure elasticities’ are also derived to measure the impacts of the exogenous variable
on the distribution of farms across size categories. Farm structure elasticities measure the per-

4It should be noted that based on Monte Carlo simulations the AIC3 is the best segment-retention criterion
for a large variety of multinomial data configurations (Andrews and Currim, 2003) as well as when using Markov
modeling approaches (Dias and Willekens, 2005). The choice of a good criterion is based on the stability of the
resulting estimated parameters and the standard errors variation.
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centage change in the total number of farms in a specific category j at time t for a 1% change
in the investigated explanatory variable (Zepeda, 1995a).
Under the mixture modeling framework, the total number of farms in a specific category k at
time t can be obtained as:

nkt =
G∑

j=1

πg

K∑
j

njt−1pjkt|g, ∀k ∈ K, ∀t ∈ T (21)

where πg is the probability of belonging to type g; njt−1 is the total number of farms in category
j at time t − 1; and pjkt|g is the probability of farm i making a transition from category j to
category k at time t. Farm structure elasticities are then defined as:

ηkt =
∂nkt

∂xt−1
× xt−1

nkt

(22)

In equation (21), only transition probabilities depend on exogenous variables (xt−1). Farm
structure elasticities can therefore be obtained using the corresponding probability marginal
effects in equation (18). At any specific time t, farm structure elasticities are thus derived as:

ηkt =

(
G∑

g=1

πg

K∑
j=1

njt−1
∂pjkt|g
∂xt−1

)
xt−1

nkt

(23)

where the marginal effects at the means of the corresponding explanatory variables are replaced
by their values derived in the previous subsection.

4 Empirical application

4.1 Data

For the empirical application, an unbalanced panel from the ‘Réseau d’Information Compt-
able Agricole’ (RICA) database from 2000 to 2013 is used. RICA is the French implemen-
tation of the Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN). FADN is an annual survey which is
defined at the European Union (EU) level and is carried out in each member state. The in-
formation collected at the individual level relates to both the physical and structural charac-
teristics of farms and their economic and financial characteristics. In particular, this database
provides information about the total subsidies received by farms from the CAP (see http:
//ec.europa.eu/agriculture/rica/index.cfm to learn more about FADN). In
France, RICA is produced and disseminated by the statistical and foresight office of the French
ministry for agriculture. It focuses on ‘medium and large’ farms and constitutes a strati-
fied and rotating panel of approximately 7,000 farms surveyed each year. Some 10% of the
sample is renewed every year so that, on average, farms are observed during 5 consecutive
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years. However, some farms may be observed only once, and others several, yet not con-
secutive, years. Some farms remained in the database over the whole studied period (i.e.,
fourteen consecutive years). Each farm in the dataset is assigned a weighting factor which
reflects its stratified sampling probability, allowing for extrapolation at the population level (see
http://www.agreste.agriculture.gouv.fr/ to learn more about RICA France).
This empirical study concentrates on farm size defined in economic terms in order to consider
all farms in the sample whatever their type of production. In accordance with the EU regulation
(CE) No1242/2008, European farms are classified into fourteen economic size (ES) categories,
evaluated in terms of total standard output (SO) expressed in Euros5. As mentioned before, in
France, RICA focuses on ‘medium and large’ farms, those with SO greater than or equal to
25,000 Euros; this corresponds to ES category 6 and above. The nine ES categories available
in RICA are aggregated into three categories: strictly less than 100,000 Euros of SO (ES6);
from 100,000 to less than 250,000 Euros of SO (ES7); 250,000 Euros of SO and more (ES8
to ES14). It should be noted that, according to the EU regulation (CE) No1242/2008, the two
last categories correspond to ‘large farms’. Here, these farms are separated into two classes
so that, in the following, they are referred to as, respectively, ‘large’ and ‘very large’ farms.
RICA being a rotating panel, farms which either enter or leave the sample in a given year
cannot be considered as actual entries into or exits from the agricultural sector. Therefore, a
constant population is assumed and only transitions between size categories as defined above
are investigated.
For estimation purposes, the sample is restricted to farms which were present in the database
for at least two consecutive years, in order to observe at least one transition. The corresponding
unbalanced panel then comprises 13,786 farms out of the 16,2171 farms in the original database
(85.01%), leading to 92,626 (farm×year) observations and 78,840 individual 1-year transitions
(including staying in the same category) from 2000 to 2013. Table 1 shows that farms are more
likely to remain in their initial size category for two consecutive years than to move to another
category. More than 90% of the farms remain in their initial size category whatever the category
considered. Finally, it should be noted that remaining in the initial category does not mean that
farms do not increase or decrease their size, but that the change is not sufficient to move to a
different category as defined in this study.
To ensure convergence of the EM algorithm, especially when a large number of homogeneous
farm types is considered, it is further assumed that farms do not move from medium to very large
size and vice versa, because only a few movements between these two extreme size categories
are observed (see Table 1). This is a common procedure when using the Markov chain model

5The standard output of an agricultural product (crop or livestock) is the average monetary value of the agri-
cultural output at farm-gate price, in euro per hectare or per head of livestock. There is a regional SO coefficient
for each product, as an average value over a reference period (5 years, except for the SO 2004 coefficient cal-
culated using the average of 3 years). The sum of all the SO per hectare of crop and per head of livestock in a
farm is a measure of its overall economic size, expressed in euro (see http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/
statistics-explained/index.php/Glossary:Standard_output_(SO))
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to study structural change in farming (see Ben Arfa et al. (2015) for a recent example).

4.2 Explanatory variables

The literature provides a large number of factors that may affect farm structural change. These
factors have been divided into several categories, but it is generally supposed that farm struc-
tural change may be mainly influenced by population and economic growth, technology im-
provement, the market structure for inputs as well as for outputs, human capital and some
agricultural policies or public programs (see Goddard et al. (1993); Harrington and Reinsel
(1995); Chavas (2001); Eastwood et al. (2010) for detailed discussions). Given the multiplicity
of these factors and the potential interactions that exist among some of them, empirical studies
generally focus on determining the impact of specific drivers of structural change. This study
aims at investigating the impacts of agricultural policies on farm structural change in France.
Subsidies received by farms are thus used to explain transition probabilities. Considering all
farms together, this study analyzes the impacts of public support programs originating from the
CAP of the EU.
Theoretically, no consensus has been found on the effects of such public programs on structural
change in farming (Zimmermann and Heckelei, 2012). The impact of such public support may
depend on policy objectives and implementation schemes (Goddard et al., 1993). Public farm
supports from the CAP are divided into two main components called ‘pillars’. While Pillar One
aims at improving farmers’ competitiveness through, in particular, income support, Pillar Two is
dedicated to promoting rural development with broader environmental goals (Gay et al., 2005;
Jaime et al., 2016). Despite some reforms aimed at promoting more sustainable agriculture,
Pillar One has remained the dominant part of the CAP, accounting for 89% of the CAP budget
in 2003 (Gay et al., 2005). Still targeting better performance of public supports, the 2013 reform
of the CAP introduced some new regulations such as allowing for the transfer of up to 15% from
Pillar One to Pillar Two (European Union, 2013). In the following, we analyze the impacts of
farm supports from the CAP focusing on some specific types of subsidies from both pillars.
For Pillar One, direct payments to farms, the most important element of the EU’s agricultural
policy, are considered. Direct payments are divided into coupled subsidies and decoupled sub-
sidies (single farm payments) and accounted for 72% of CAP expenditure in the 2012 budget
(Matthews, 2011). Both kinds of farm subsidies are supposed to encourage farm growth since
they may relax liquidity and credit constraints (Roberts and Key, 2008; O’Toole and Hennessy,
2015). Despite the fact that single farm payments were introduced to reduce the distorting im-
pacts of public supports, it has been proven that this kind of farm support may have ex-post
coupled effects (Latruffe et al., 2010). Single farm payments may influence farmers’ decisions
through various channels. In particular, the authors argued that decoupled subsidies influence
farmers’ decisions through expectations about future payments since such subsidies are often
based on historical behavior (Bhaskar and Beghin, 2009). Focusing on direct payments in-
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cluding both coupled and decoupled farm subsidies, Pillar One is thus expected to affect farm
growth positively.
Considering Pillar Two, we grouped together compensatory allowances for less favored areas
(LFA) and for agri-environmental measures (AEMs), and subsidies dedicated to farm invest-
ment. While supports for farm investment and agricultural infrastructure can help shift farming
practices away from more damaging or wasteful forms of production and towards greater re-
source efficiency, AEMs are supposed to facilitate change in farming systems toward more
resilient production types, better able to cope with future climate-related stress (Dwyer, 2013).
These types of support program are more likely to inhibit farm growth. Focusing on these three
types of farm support, Pillar Two is expected to have a positive impact on the probability farms
remain in the same size category over time.
Several factors other than the agricultural policy have been shown to affect structural change
in farming (see Goddard et al. (1993); Zimmermann et al. (2009)). In this study, only factors
related to farm path dependency and the economic environment of farms are considered. The
reason for only considering these factors is mainly due to data limitations. Indeed, proxies for
other factors that may play an important role in farm size change, such as market conditions,
technical change, etc., are not available at the individual farm level in the RICA database.
Nevertheless, as factors that affect the transition process of farms may relate to each other
(Goddard et al., 1993; Harrington and Reinsel, 1995), proxies used may also control for the
impacts of other such causal factors of farm size change.
Following Zimmermann and Heckelei (2012), the total initial stock is used as a proxy for path
dependency. Initial stock is supposed to negatively affect farm size decline since high initial
stock is assumed to result from former investment. Gross Operating Surplus (GOS) minus the
total amount of subsidies received and the debt rate of farms are used to reflect the economic
environment of farms. The GOS divided by the total number of non-salaried Annual Working
Units (AWU) measures the financial capacity of a farm and as such is a very important criteria to
obtain credit from a bank for new investments. It could also relate to the self-financing capacity
of farms. A positive effect of the GOS is thus expected on the probability of a farm to grow.
Debt rate is also expected to have a positive impact on farm growth since credit generally gives
firms the resources necessary to expand (Goddard et al., 1993).
Finally, some farm and farmer characteristics such as age, education, legal status, localization,
and type of farming, are also used as control variables in the specification of transition prob-
abilities. Such farm and farmer characteristics may allow for observed heterogeneity to be
controlled for and are introduced in the model specification using dummy variables. Table 2
presents the description and summary statistics for all the chosen explanatory variables.
Due to potential sources of unobserved heterogeneity as discussed in the general introduction,
we further expect that impacts of explanatory variables, especially farm subsidies, may differ
from type to type. The results are presented and discussed in the following section.
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5 Results

5.1 Type membership and transition probability matrices

According to the information criteria presented above, a mixture of two types of farms seems to
be the most appropriate data generating process. Two is chosen as the optimal number specifi-
cally for two reasons: first, the BIC and CAIC criteria indicate that two is the optimal number
of farm types; second, even if the AIC and AIC3 criteria indicated a higher optimal number
of farm types, the results show that the improvement in these criteria is relatively small when
specifying more than two types of farms (see Figure 1). This means that increasing the total
number of homogeneous types in the population increases the total number of parameters to be
estimated more greatly than the representativeness of the data generating process. For the sake
of parsimony, a mixture of two types of farms is thus preferable to represent farm size dynamics
in France.
Table 3 reports the estimated type shares and the resulting transition probability matrices (TPMs)
for the two farm types. As expected, the resulting TPMs are quite different from each other.
The average posterior probabilities of belonging to a specific type indicate that about 68% of the
sample consists of farms which tend to remain in their initial size category almost indefinitely,
that is, at least during the entire period of observation. We shall therefore name this type the
‘almost stayers’. The probabilities of remaining in the same size category for two consecutive
years for these farms are close to or over 0.99 (see Table 3a)). This result means that these farms
have about a 99% chance of remaining in the same category during a long time period. Con-
versely, farms belonging to the second type, about 32% of the sample, are more likely to change
category in two consecutive years than farms in the first type. We call these ‘likely movers’.
The transition probability matrix for this farm type is also strongly diagonal meaning that even
farms that are likely to change category also have a high probability of remaining in their initial
category for two consecutive years (Table 3b)). However, the probability of remaining in the
same category for these farms is around 0.85 meaning that they are about 14% more likely to
change their size category than those in the ‘almost stayer’ type.
Summary statistics for various farm and farmer characteristics for both the ‘almost stayers’
and ‘likely movers’ farm types were computed in order to identify the profile of farms in each
type. Table 4 shows that the probability of belonging to a specific type does not correlate to the
farm and farmer characteristics considered in the model specification. There is no significant
difference in the distribution of these observed characteristics between the two types of farms.
This result means that the unobserved heterogeneity cannot be sufficiently controlled for by
the observed farms and/or farmer characteristics considered, and accounting for both kinds
of heterogeneity may therefore lead to more efficiently estimating the impacts of explanatory
variables, including agricultural policies.
The transition probability matrix for the overall population of farms can be easily derived by
summing the two types of TPMs weighted by their respective shares in the population. The re-
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sulting 1-year TPM for the overall population is reported in Table 5. The transition probabilities
show that, overall, farms are more likely to remain in their initial category for two consecutive
years which is a common feature in agricultural economics (see Hallberg (1969); Stokes (2006)
for examples). Indeed, the overall population TPM is strongly diagonal. The probability of
remaining in the same size category for two consecutive years is around 0.94. This high prob-
ability of remaining in the initial category is due to the high proportion of the ‘almost stayer’
type in the population. As a consequence, considering a homogeneous population to describe
farm size dynamics as well as to investigate the impact of some explanatory variables on tran-
sition probabilities may be not sufficiently informative. Analysis under a mixed approach may
be more informative through the separation of the impacts of explanatory variables, including
agricultural policies, on different farm patterns.

5.2 Impact of explanatory variables

We estimated both the mixture model and a homogeneous model (i.e., without accounting for
unobserved farm heterogeneity). The results confirm our expectation that the impacts of most
explanatory variables depend on the type of farm considered: even if the same sign is most often
observed, the coefficient values are generally significantly different. The estimated coefficients
for the odds ratios of transition probabilities for both models along with z-score tests for the
comparison of the estimated parameters are reported in Tables 6 to 9. Here, an odds ratio is the
ratio of the probability that a farm chooses a specific size category over the reference choice
of remaining in the same category for two consecutive years. The values of the statistic lead
to a rejection of the null hypothesis with a p-value of 5% in most cases. As the values of the
odds-ratios coefficients are difficult to interpret, only transition probability elasticities for the
main explanatory variables are discussed in the following.
Tables 10, 11 and 12 respectively report the probability elasticities for farms to grow, to decline
and to remain in the same size category for two consecutive years for both the homogeneous
model and the mixture model. The first two columns of the tables present the results obtained
using the homogeneous model. The four following columns present the results for the mixture
model considering, respectively, the ‘almost stayers’ type and the ‘likely movers’ type. The
results confirm our expectations for almost all explanatory variables. The results from both
models show that, overall, subsidies from the two pillars of the CAP, initial stock, total GOS
and the debt rate of farms have a positive impact on the probability of growing and a negative
impact on the probability of shrinking. These results are also consistent with the literature.
Indeed, several studies have shown that farm subsidies from support programs of the CAP are
likely to favor farm growth (see Ben Arfa et al. (2015) for a recent example). Zimmermann and
Heckelei (2012) found that initial stock positively affects farm growth. In addition, the present
results also support the hypothesis that initial stock decrease the probability of farms to decline.
The results from both models also show that, overall, farms are more likely to decrease in size
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when farmers are aged over 55 years. Individual legal status as well as specialization in crop
productions have the same impacts on farm size. These results can be explained in three ways.
First, older farmers may be less motivated to increase their capacity of production when they
are close to retirement because they may be more interested in the farm succession (Potter and
Lobbley, 1992). In contrast, younger farmers may be more likely to seek to increase agricultural
activity, as they are likely to be less financially secure than their older counterparts (Howley
et al., 2014). Second, individual legal status farms may face more economic constraints (capital,
access to credit, etc.) than corporate farms, which may hamper new investments, or such farms
may just have less financial motives than corporate farms (Boehlje, 1992). Thirdly, in France,
it may be more difficult for farms specialized in crop production to increase their economic
size because of the regulation of the land market, since increasing the production capacity for
crop farms would generally mean increasing the operated area contrary to livestock breeding
farms which can increase the number of animals raised. Conversely, the probability of growing
increases if most of the farm is located in an area without natural constraints or if the farmer
has a minimum agricultural education. The latter result confirms the positive impact of the
managerial capacity on farm size growth (Boehlje, 1992; Goddard et al., 1993).
The resulting elasticities are different considering the homogeneous model and a mixture of
‘almost stayers’ and ‘likely movers’ farms. Overall, the impacts of explanatory variables are
larger on the transition probabilities of ‘likely movers’ farms than on those of ‘almost stayers’
ones, except for farm subsidies. In most cases, the impact of Pillar One is higher for ‘almost
stayers’ farms. The impact of subsidies from Pillar Two on the probability of farms to grow is
higher for farms belonging to the ‘almost stayer’ type than for farms in the ‘likely movers’ one.
For example, a 1% increase in the amount of Pillar One subsidies is expected to increase the
probability of farms moving from the medium to the large size by about 0.84% for the ‘almost
stayers’ but only 0.34% for the ‘likely movers’. The impact of coupled and decoupled subsidies
is thus more than twice higher for ‘almost stayers’ than for ‘likely movers’. This result may
be explained by the fact that the ‘almost stayers’ type may group together farms with liquidity
constraints, and support from the CAP may therefore have an income multiplier effect for such
farms (Latruffe et al., 2010).
Nevertheless, the results also show that, for the ‘almost stayers’ type, Pillar One subsidies only
have a positive impact on growth for medium sized farms. Indeed, large and very large farms in
this type would be more likely to remain in their size category if their amount of subsidies were
to increase. It could be that farms in the ‘almost stayers’ type may be less motivated to increase
their operated farm size to a certain level because of, for example, less or non-pecuniary motives
(Harrington and Reinsel, 1995). In this case, they may have a lower optimal size than farms in
the ‘likely movers’ type (Howley et al., 2014). As the subsidies received will increase total
profit, the probability for these farms to become very large may decrease with the amount of
subsidies received.
The results from both the homogeneous model and the mixture of ‘almost stayers’ and ‘likely
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movers’ also show that Pillar One has higher effects on farm size change than Pillar Two sup-
ports. Considering the ‘almost stayers’ type of farms, the impact of Pillar One on the probability
of growing is about six times higher than that the impact of Pillar Two. This result confirms the
expectation and previous findings of the literature that subsidies from Pillar One of the CAP are
more likely to encourage farm growth than subsidies from Pillar Two (Piet et al., 2012).
Structure elasticities were then computed at the mean point for farm subsidies from both pillars
in order to assess their impact on the distribution of farm size. As entries and exits could not be
considered due to data limitations, the structure elasticities were computed on farm proportions
by size category. The structure elasticities thus represent the variation of the share of farms in a
specific category that would occur if the total amount of subsidies received were to increase by
1%. The Figures 2 and 3 presents the resulting structure elasticities for both the homogeneous
and the mixture models.
Figures 2 and 3 show that the resulting structure elasticities are quite different from one model
to the other. Overall, the homogeneous model tends to overestimate the impacts of subsidies
from both pillars. For example, the homogeneous model predicts that a 1% increase of Pillar
One subsidies will decrease the proportion of medium sized farms by about 0.06% while the
mixture model predicts a decrease by about 0.05% (see Figure 2). Likewise, the homogeneous
model predicts a 0.01% increase in the proportion of very large farm if Pillar Two subsidies were
to increase by 1% while this proportion is about 0.005% for the mixture model (see Figure 3).
These results confirm that ignoring unobserved heterogeneity in modelling farm size dynamics
can lead to misleading results. The results also confirm that the impact of subsidies from Pillar
One of the CAP on the variation of farm proportion in category of sizes is higher than the
impact of supports from Pillar Two. The resulting structure elasticities are about 6 times higher
for Pillar One than for Pillar Two whatever the size category considered.

6 Concluding remarks

The aim of this article was to investigate the impacts of a selected set of causal factors likely
to influence structural change in farming, accounting for heterogeneity in farmers’ behaviors.
From a methodological point of view, a non-stationary mixed-Markov chain model (M-MCM)
was developed for the first time in agricultural economics. Using individual level data, a mixture
of homogeneous farm types was considered in order to incorporate unobserved heterogeneity
in the transition process of farms. A discrete choice modeling approach was used to describe
the farm size category choices of farmers. A multinomial logit specification for the transition
probabilities was implemented and the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm allowed the
estimation of the parameters of the M-MCM. Transition probability elasticities as well as struc-
ture elasticities were derived to analyze the impacts of a set of exogenous variables on farm size
change in the French farming sector, especially focusing on the impact of specific measures of
the CAP of the EU.
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Using a sample of farms from the RICA from 2000 to 2013, the results show that French farms
can be divided into two unobserved types: ‘almost stayers’ that are more likely to remain almost
indefinitely in their initial size category, and ‘likely movers’ that change size category more
frequently. The results also show that the French farm population consists of a higher proportion
of farms that behave like ‘almost stayers’ leading to a strongly diagonal transition probability
matrix for the overall population. Descriptive statistics for both types of farms on a set of
observed variables show that the probability of belonging to the ‘almost stayer’ type or the
‘likely movers’ type are not significantly correlated with the chosen set of observed farm and/or
farmer characteristics, meaning that unobserved heterogeneity cannot be fully controlled for by
observed heterogeneity.
The results also show that the impacts of farm subsidies from Pillar One and Pillar Two of the
CAP depend on the type that a farm belongs to. Aggregated at the population level, structure
elasticities show that an homogeneous and a mixed Markov chain models lead to different re-
sults, the homogeneous model tending to either underestimate or overestimate the impacts of
subsidies from both pillars on farm size dynamics. These results are relevant for policy assess-
ment since they confirm that ignoring potential unobserved heterogeneity in farmer behavior
may lead to inaccurate parameters and therefore to misleading policy recommendations.
However, this study has some limitations that may motivate further research. In the current
article, the estimations were performed without taking into account entries into nor exits from
the farming sector because of the RICA data limitations at the individual level. Accounting
for entries into and exits from farming would constitute an obvious way to analyze the impact
of agricultural policy on the total number of farms by size category. The results could be
also improved by considering explanatory variables other than those used in this study since
it has been proven that several other factors may play an important role on structural change
in farming. Lastly, a possible improvement of this work would be to introduce explanatory
variables in the specification of the selection of farm types. This could lead to more insightful
analyses of the impact of farm and/or farmer characteristics on the probability of belonging to
a specific farm type.
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Table 1: Observed 1-Year Transitions across Size Categories, 2000-2013.

ES class

25-100 100-250 ≥ 250 Total transitions

E
S

cl
as

s 25-100 27,121 1,335 31 28,487
100-250 1,280 32,822 1,089 35,191
≥ 250 39 872 14,251 15,162

Note: Economic Size (ES) in 1,000 Euros of standard output (SO).

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations

Figure 1: Comparison of model-fit statistics for different numbers of farm type.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics and Definition of Explanatory Variables (n=92,626).

Variable Unit Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.

pillar1 1,000 Euros 29.66 29.00 0.00 315.40
Subsidies from Pillar One
pillar2 1,000 Euros 12.05 21.85 0.00 443.98
Subsidies from Pillar Two
in_stock 1,000 Euros 99.07 166.28 0.00 3,624.47
Total initial stock
GOS/ns-awu 1,000 Euros 27.43 45.90 -1,052.02 1,279.47
GOS per non-salaried AWU
debt_rate ratio 39.89 28.62 0.00 578.80
Total debt/liabilities
age_55 dummy 0.19 0.39 0.00 1.00
1 if farmer is over 55 years olda

crops dummy 0.45 0.50 0.00 1.00
1 if farm is specialised in crops
individual dummy 0.51 0.50 0.00 1.00
1 if farm has individual legal status
LFA dummy 0.40 0.49 0.00 1.00
1 if farm is located in LFA
agri_skills dummy 0.93 0.25 0.00 1.00
1 if farmer has agricultural education

Less Favored Area (LFA); Gross Output Surplus (GOS)
aIn order to take into account farmers’ anticipation, 55 years old is used instead of 60 which is the minimum age for retirement in France.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations
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Table 3: Estimated Farm Type Shares and 1-Year Transition Probability Matrices
(TPMs).

Shares ES class

68.75% 25-100 100-250 ≥ 250

E
S

cl
as

s 25-100 40.68% 0.990(0.019) 0.010(0.019) -
100-250 43.39% 0.07(0.017) 0.986(0.018) 0.007(0.007)
≥ 250 15.93% - 0.011(0.019) 0.989(0.019)

a) ‘Almost stayers’ TPM

Shares ES class

31.25% 25-100 100-250 ≥ 250

E
S

cl
as

s 25-100 39.03% 0.872(0.090) 0.128(0.090) -
100-250 44.78% 0.083(0.076) 0.822(0.071) 0.081(0.070)
≥ 250 16.19% - 0.159(0.097) 0.841(0.097)

b) ‘Likely movers’ TPM

Note: Economic size (ES) in 1,000 Euros of standard output (SO); standard deviations in parenthesis; transition between extreme size
categories (25-100 and ≥ 250) are constrained to be zero.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics for Observed Farm Characteristics by Type Membership.

Variable ‘Almost stayers’ ‘Likely movers’

age_55 0.190 (0.392) 0.189 (0.391)
crops 0.438 (0.496) 0.433 (0.495)
individual 0.534 (0.499) 0.517 (0.500)
LFA 0.407 (0.491) 0.408 (0.491)
agri_skills 0.932 (0.252) 0.937 (0.244)

Note: Less Favored Area (LFA); standard deviations in parentheses.
a t-tests for the null hypothesis that the means of two different types are equal.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – authors’ calculations
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Table 5: Overall Population 1-Year Transition Probability Matrix.

ES class

25-100 100-250 ≥ 250

E
S

cl
as

s 25-100 0.954 0.046 -
100-250 0.035 0.934 0.031
≥ 250 - 0.058 0.942

Note: Economic size (ES) in 1,000 Euros of standard output (SO); standard deviations in parentheses; transition between extreme size
categories (25-100 and ≥ 250) are constrained to be zero.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations

Table 6: Estimated Parameters of Farm Probabilities to Grow between Two Consecutive
Years both for the Homogeneous and the Mixed- Markov Chain Models (MCMs).

Odds ratios Variables Homogeneous ‘Almost stayers’ ‘Likely movers’

p12/p11 intercept -3.872*** (0.184) -6.352*** (0.330) -2.602*** (0.172)
pillar1 0.030*** (0.003) 0.047*** (0.004) 0.022*** (0.002)
pillar2 0.008*** (0.003) 0.015*** (0.004) 0.006** (0.002)
in_stock 0.004*** (0.001) 0.005*** (0.001) 0.006*** (0.001)
GOS/ns-awu 0.017*** (0.002) 0.017*** (0.003) 0.015*** (0.002)
debt_rate 0.013*** (0.001) 0.017*** (0.002) 0.013*** (0.001)
age_55 -0.200** (0.094) -0.738*** (0.180) -0.161* (0.094)
crops -0.454*** (0.085) -0.410*** (0.135) -0.452*** (0.077)
individual -0.615*** (0.076) -0.734*** (0.114) -0.614*** (0.070)
LFA -0.504*** (0.080) -0.708*** (0.129) -0.491*** (0.072)
agri_skills 0.249* (0.145) 0.503** (0.252) 0.252* (0.136)

p23/22 intercept -4.916*** (0.221) -5.668*** (0.345) -4.050*** (0.226)
pillar1 0.008*** (0.002) 0.023*** (0.002) 0.015*** (0.002)
pillar2 0.008*** (0.002) 0.012*** (0.003) 0.002 (0.002)
in_stock 0.003*** (0.000) 0.001 (0.001) 0.004*** (0.000)
GOS/ns-awu 0.010*** (0.001) 0.005*** (0.001) 0.013*** (0.001)
debt_rate 0.015*** (0.001) 0.009*** (0.002) 0.016*** (0.001)
age_55 -0.089 (0.097) 0.000 (0.155) -0.134 (0.100)
crops -0.584*** (0.089) 0.804*** (0.125) -1.025*** (0.089)
individual -0.387*** (0.082) -0.207 (0.126) -0.515*** (0.082)
LFA -0.253*** (0.088) -0.479*** (0.160) -0.164* (0.084)
agri_skills 0.298 (0.186) 0.346 (0.284) 0.310* (0.183)

Note: Less Favored Area (LFA); Gross Output Surplus per non-salaried AWU (GOS/ns-awu); standard errors in parentheses; ***, ** and *
indicate significance at 0.1%, 1% and 5% levels, respectively.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations
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Table 7: Z-scores for Testing the Equality of the Farm Types’ Odds Ratios Coefficients for
Farm Growth.

Odds ratios Variables ‘AS’-‘HM’ ‘LM’-‘HM’ ‘AS’-‘LM’

score p_value score p_value score p_value

p12/p11 intercept 3.871 0.000 -2.305 0.021 -5.699 0.000
pillar1 1.597 0.110 -0.656 0.512 - 2.144 0.032
pillar2 0.866 0.386 1.262 0.207 0.687 0.492
in_stock 0.240 0.810 -0.602 0.547 - 0.725 0.468
GOS/ns-awu 2.521 0.012 0.501 0.616 -2.096 0.036
debt_rate -2.648 0.008 0.288 0.773 2.839 0.005
age_55 0.272 0.786 0.011 0.991 - 0.272 0.786
crops -0.873 0.383 0.008 0.994 0.901 0.368
individual -1.342 0.180 0.124 0.901 1.466 0.143
LFA 0.872 0.383 0.015 0.988 -0.875 0.382
agri_skills -6.562 0.000 5.038 0.000 -10.079 0.000

p23/p22 intercept -10.772 0.000 2.959 0.003 13.131 0.000
pillar1 1.343 0.179 -2.159 0.031 -3.026 0.002
pillar2 -3.302 0.001 1.296 0.195 4.272 0.000
in_stock -2.930 0.003 1.933 0.053 4.466 0.000
GOS/ns-awu -2.474 0.013 0.744 0.457 3.039 0.002
debt_rate 0.487 0.626 -0.319 0.750 -0.724 0.469
age_55 9.035 0.000 -3.504 0.000 -11.898 0.000
crops 1.195 0.232 -1.094 0.274 -2.040 0.041
individual -1.235 0.217 0.739 0.46 1.745 0.081
LFA 0.144 0.886 0.048 0.962 - 0.108 0.914
agri_skills -1.839 0.066 2.737 0.006 3.925 0.000

Note: ‘Almost stayers’ type (AST), Homogeneous model (HM) and ‘Likely movers’ type (LMT); Least Favored Area (LFA); Gross Output
Surplus per non-salaried AWU (GOS/ns-awu); z-scores for testing the null hypothesis that coefficients of two different types are equal
(Paternoster et al., 1998).

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – authors’ calculations
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Table 8: Estimated Parameters of Farm Probabilities to Decline between two consecutive
years both for the Homogeneous and the Mixed- Markov Chain Models (MCMs).

Odds ratios Variables Homogeneous ‘Almost stayers’ ‘Likely movers’

p21/p22 intercept -1.957*** (0.195) -3.593*** (0.373) -0.633*** (0.184)
pillar1 -0.019*** (0.001) -0.016*** (0.003) -0.017*** (0.001)
pillar2 -0.014*** (0.003) -0.068*** (0.008) -0.012*** (0.002)
in_stock -0.008*** (0.001) -0.029*** (0.002) -0.006*** (0.001)
GOS/ns-awu -0.018*** (0.001) -0.030*** (0.003) -0.018*** (0.001)
debt_rate -0.005*** (0.001) 0.005** (0.002) -0.008*** (0.001)
age_55 0.292*** (0.081) 1.348*** (0.136) 0.119 (0.086)
crops -0.070 (0.076) -1.222*** (0.146) 0.091 (0.071)
individual 0.640*** (0.074) 0.562*** (0.128) 0.598*** (0.068)
LFA 0.567*** (0.074) 0.245* (0.136) 0.612*** (0.070)
agri_skills -0.052 (0.150) 0.942*** (0.296) -0.358** (0.140)

p32/p33 intercept -1.552*** (0.240) -3.296*** (0.351) 0.024 (0.230)
pillar1 -0.002 (0.001) -0.000 (0.002) -0.008*** (0.001)
pillar2 -0.006** (0.002) -0.007* (0.004) -0.003 (0.003)
in_stock -0.004*** (0.001) -0.002*** (0.001) -0.005*** (0.000)
GOS/ns-awu -0.007*** (0.001) -0.008*** (0.002) -0.008*** (0.001)
debt_rate -0.007*** (0.002) -0.014*** (0.003) -0.008*** (0.002)
age_55 0.081 (0.102) 0.823*** (0.163) -0.008 (0.108)
crops -0.231** (0.093) -0.102 (0.153) 0.048 (0.083)
individual 0.342*** (0.098) 1.318*** (0.152) 0.125 (0.093)
LFA 0.323*** (0.104) -0.709*** (0.221) 0.257*** (0.097)
agri_skills 0.154 (0.195) -0.319 (0.266) -0.007 (0.176)

Note: Less Favored Area (LFA); Gross Output Surplus per non-salaried AWU (GOS/ns-awu); standard errors in parentheses; ***, ** and *
indicate significance at 0.1%, 1% and 5% levels, respectively.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – authors’ calculations
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Table 9: Z-scores for Testing the Equality of the Farm Types’ Odds Ratios Coefficients for
Farm Decline.

Odds ratios Variables ‘AS’-‘HM’ ‘LM’-‘HM’ ‘AS’-‘LM’

score p_value score p_value score p_value

p21/p22 intercept 0.952 0.341 0.978 0.328 -0.387 0.699
pillar1 -6.326 0.000 0.600 0.549 6.646 0.000
pillar2 -8.541 0.000 1.419 0.156 9.378 0.000
in_stock -3.768 0.000 0.015 0.988 3.715 0.000
GOS/ns-awu 3.657 0.000 -1.337 0.181 -4.640 0.000
debt_rate 6.655 0.000 -1.460 0.144 -7.630 0.000
age_55 -7.008 0.000 1.559 0.119 8.104 0.000
crops -0.529 0.597 -0.418 0.676 0.251 0.802
individual -2.091 0.037 0.441 0.659 2.408 0.016
LFA 3.000 0.003 -1.491 0.136 -3.975 0.000
agri_skills -3.885 0.000 4.940 0.000 7.116 0.000

p32/p33 intercept 0.577 0.564 -3.298 0.001 -2.987 0.003
pillar1 -0.243 0.808 0.755 0.450 0.788 0.431
pillar2 2.453 0.014 -0.802 0.423 -3.221 0.001
in_stock -0.642 0.521 -0.492 0.623 0.249 0.803
GOS/ns-awu -2.158 0.031 -0.603 0.547 1.766 0.077
debt_rate 3.860 0.000 -0.597 0.551 -4.251 0.000
age_55 0.719 0.472 2.242 0.025 0.863 0.388
crops 5.380 0.000 -1.611 0.107 -6.693 0.000
individual -4.230 0.000 -0.464 0.643 4.008 0.000
LFA -1.438 0.150 -0.615 0.539 0.979 0.328
agri_skills -4.102 0.000 4.734 0.000 7.906 0.000

Note: ‘Almost stayers’ type (AST), Homogeneous model (HM) and ‘Likely movers’ type (LMT); Least Favored Area (LFA); Gross Output
Surplus per non-salaried AWU (GOS/ns-awu); z-scores for testing the null hypothesis that coefficients of two different types are equal
(Paternoster et al., 1998).

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – authors’ calculations
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Table 10: Yearly Probability Elasticities of Farm growth both for the Homogeneous and
the Mixed- Markov Chain Models (MCMs).

Probability Variables Homogeneous ‘Almost stayers’ ‘Likely movers’

Medium/Large pillar1 0.514*** (0.042) 0.841*** (0.066) 0.344*** (0.038)
p(12) pillar2 0.068** (0.022) 0.135*** (0.033) 0.044* (0.019)

in_stock 0.143*** (0.028) 0.178*** (0.021) 0.188*** (0.034)
GOS/ns-awu 0.172*** (0.017) 0.183*** (0.026) 0.147*** (0.019)
debt_rate 0.356*** (0.031) 0.512*** (0.046) 0.340*** (0.027)
age_55 -0.033* (0.016) -0.126*** (0.031) -0.025 (0.015)
crops -0.169*** (0.032) -0.156** (0.051) -0.160*** (0.028)
individual -0.470*** (0.058) -0.586*** (0.091) -0.421*** (0.049)
LFA -0.278*** (0.044) -0.406*** (0.074) -0.244*** (0.037)
agri_skills 0.217 (0.127) 0.456* (0.228) 0.199 (0.107)

Large/V. large pillar1 0.290*** (0.052) 0.792*** (0.084) 0.475*** (0.044)
p(23) pillar2 0.089*** (0.021) 0.139*** (0.032) 0.032 (0.021)

in_stock 0.259*** (0.032) 0.069 (0.047) 0.313*** (0.032)
GOS/ns-awu 0.268*** (0.028) 0.123** (0.040) 0.343*** (0.028)
debt_rate 0.611*** (0.054) 0.371*** (0.082) 0.657*** (0.053)
age_55 -0.017 (0.016) -0.003 (0.027) -0.024 (0.017)
crops -0.265*** (0.041) 0.377*** (0.058) -0.450*** (0.040)
individual -0.172*** (0.034) -0.086 (0.051) -0.249*** (0.035)
LFA -0.095** (0.030) -0.162** (0.054) -0.084** (0.029)
agri_skills 0.275 (0.171) 0.319 (0.266) 0.304 (0.161)

Note: Less Favored Area (LFA); Gross Output Surplus per non-salaried AWU (GOS/ns-awu); standard errors in parentheses; ***, ** and *
indicate significance at 0.1%, 1% and 5% levels, respectively.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations
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Table 11: Yearly Probability Elasticities of Farm Decline both for the Homogeneous and
the Mixed- Markov Chain Models (MCMs).

Odds Variable Homogeneous Mixed-MCM

ratios code MCM ‘Almost stayers’ ‘Likely movers’

Large/Medium pillar1 -0.648*** (0.051) -0.546*** (0.110) -0.570*** (0.044)
p(21) pillar2 -0.161*** (0.030) -0.770*** (0.092) -0.134*** (0.027)

in_stock -0.681*** (0.078) -2.618*** (0.211) -0.523*** (0.063)
GOS/ns-awu -0.498*** (0.035) -0.804*** (0.072) -0.496*** (0.037)
debt_rate -0.236*** (0.057) 0.209* (0.102) -0.368*** (0.053)
age_55 0.049*** (0.013) 0.23*** (0.023) 0.020 (0.013)
crops -0.025 (0.034) -0.577*** (0.069) 0.066* (0.030)
individual 0.253*** (0.029) 0.226*** (0.051) 0.231*** (0.024)
LFA 0.188*** (0.024) 0.083 (0.046) 0.192*** (0.021)
agri_skills -0.056 (0.137) 0.882** (0.277) -0.329** (0.122)

V. Large/Large pillar1 -0.069 (0.049) -0.014 (0.081) -0.307*** (0.053)
p(32) pillar2 -0.087* (0.036) -0.109 (0.064) -0.043 (0.033)

in_stock -0.737*** (0.093) -0.385** (0.127) -0.752*** (0.077)
GOS/ns-awu -0.335*** (0.052) -0.421*** (0.080) -0.320*** (0.045)
debt_rate -0.32*** (0.080) -0.691*** (0.143) -0.354*** (0.070)
age_55 0.014 (0.017) 0.148*** (0.029) -0.001 (0.016)
crops -0.100* (0.040) -0.048 (0.072) 0.017 (0.030)
individual 0.073*** (0.021) 0.303*** (0.034) 0.023 (0.017)
LFA 0.065** (0.020) -0.142** (0.044) 0.052** (0.019)
agri_skills 0.137 (0.172) -0.297 (0.247) -0.006 (0.142)

Note: Less Favored Area (LFA); Gross Output Surplus per non-salaried AWU (GOS/ns-awu); standard errors in parentheses; ***, ** and *
indicate significance at 0.1%, 1% and 5% levels, respectively.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations
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Table 12: Yearly Probability Elasticities of Farms to Remain in the same Category of Sizes
both for the Homogeneous and the Mixed- Markov Chain Models (MCMs).

Probability Variables Homogeneous ‘Almost stayers’ ‘Likely movers’

Medium/Medium pillar1 -0.034*** (0.004) -0.013*** (0.002) -0.069*** (0.009)
p(11) pillar2 -0.004** (0.001) -0.002** (0.001) -0.008* (0.004)

in_stock -0.010*** (0.002) -0.003*** (0.000) -0.040*** (0.009)
GOS/ns-awu -0.013*** (0.002) -0.003*** (0.001) -0.034*** (0.006)
debt_rate -0.023*** (0.003) -0.007*** (0.001) -0.070*** (0.007)
age_55 0.001* (0.000) 0.001*** (0.000) 0.003 (0.002)
crops 0.008*** (0.001) 0.002*** (0.000) 0.024*** (0.003)
individual 0.018*** (0.002) 0.004*** (0.000) 0.052*** (0.005)
LFA 0.012*** (0.002) 0.003*** (0.000) 0.033*** (0.004)
agri_skills -0.011 (0.006) -0.005 (0.002) -0.032 (0.018)

Large/Large pillar1 0.007** (0.002) 0.005*** (0.000) -0.009 (0.007)
p(22) pillar2 0.001 (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 0.009** (0.003)

in_stock 0.006** (0.002) 0.006*** (0.001) 0.003 (0.006)
GOS/ns-awu 0.000 (0.002) 0.000 (0.001) -0.005 (0.004)
debt_rate -0.015*** (0.003) -0.004*** (0.001) -0.036*** (0.008)
age_55 -0.002* (0.001) -0.003*** (0.001) -0.001 (0.002)
crops 0.008*** (0.001) -0.002 (0.001) 0.024*** (0.003)
individual -0.011*** (0.002) -0.002* (0.001) -0.027*** (0.005)
LFA -0.007*** (0.002) 0.000 (0.000) -0.026*** (0.005)
agri_skills -0.007 (0.008) -0.008** (0.003) 0.010 (0.018)

V.Large/V.Large pillar1 0.004 (0.003) 0.000 (0.001) 0.049*** (0.007)
p(33) pillar2 0.005** (0.002) 0.001* (0.000) 0.007 (0.005)

in_stock 0.030*** (0.003) 0.003*** (0.001) 0.085*** (0.007)
GOS/ns-awu 0.015*** (0.002) 0.003*** (0.000) 0.042*** (0.005)
debt_rate 0.021*** (0.005) 0.007*** (0.001) 0.065*** (0.012)
age_55 -0.001 (0.001) -0.003** (0.001) 0.000 (0.003)
crops 0.005** (0.002) 0.001 (0.001) -0.003 (0.005)
individual -0.007** (0.002) -0.008*** (0.002) -0.006 (0.004)
LFA -0.006** (0.002) 0.001*** (0.000) -0.012* (0.005)
agri_skills -0.009 (0.012) 0.003 (0.003) 0.001 (0.027)

Note: Less Favored Area (LFA); Gross Output Surplus per non-salaried AWU (GOS/ns-awu); standard errors in parentheses; ***, ** and *
indicate significance at 0.1%, 1% and 5% levels, respectively.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations
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Figure 2: Yearly Structure Elasticities of Farm Subsidies from Pillar One of the CAP both
for Homogeneous and Mixed- Markov Chain Models.

Note: ‘Medium’ sized farms are less than 100,000 Euros of SO; ‘Large’ farms are 100,000-250,000 Euros of SO; ‘Very large’ farms are

250,000 Euros of SO and more.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations
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Figure 3: Yearly Structure Elasticities of Farm Subsidies from Pillar Two of the CAP both
for Homogeneous and Mixed Markov Chain Models.

Note: ‘Medium’ sized farms are less than 100,000 Euros of SO; ‘Large’ farms are 100,000-250,000 Euros of SO; ‘Very large’ farms are

250,000 Euros of SO and more.

Source: Agreste, RICA France 2000-2013 – author’s calculations
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